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BUILD, REMODEL & DECORATE

TIMELESS
DESIGN

kitchens

CREATORS & DREAM MAKERS

RE-INVENT YOUR
KITCHEN WITH

counter
intelligence
A NEW WAY TO ENTERTAIN

OWNER/DESIGNER RO WYMAN
established Cabinetry Concepts & Surface
Solutions in Lebanon, New Hampshire,
after starting her own upscale home renovation and home-building company, so she
knows what homeowners need from the
ground up. She understands that style, function, and product quality must find common
ground with a customer’s budget to deliver a
practical and cost-effective design solution.
BUILT-INS RULE
Topping Ro’s list of hot new products is
The Galley workstation, available in several
lengths and white or black resin or natural
bamboo finishes. “Why settle for just a
kitchen sink when you can have a superfunctional, smart, and stylish workstation to
prepare, serve, entertain, and clean up all in
one convenient place?” asks Ro.
The Galley comes with a Culinary Kit
containing cutting boards, colanders, and
bowls, and extra accessories are available. }
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The Dual-tier Condiment
Serving Board, the Bottom
Sink Divider, and the Upper-tier
Garnish Board are just a few
of the additional accessories
available. Photos courtesy of
The Galley (thegalleysink.com).

COUNTER CREATIONS & OPTIONS

Above: Dekton by Cosentino is a surface made of a mixture of inorganic materials, manufactured
through a patented process that produces a superior indoor/outdoor surface that is UV, heat, impact,
abrasion, stain, and scratch resistant with a 25-year warranty. Its wide range of colors and finishes is
also available in large slabs. Photos courtesy of Cosentino.
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The goal for this remodel was to create a cohesive
space to dine and entertain while visually connecting
multiple spaces. The solution was to centralize the
kitchen and take advantage of a new addition on the
front of the house to enhance the kitchen’s footprint.
Guests can flow from the kitchen into the adjacent
family room or into the dining room. Photos courtesy
of Cabinetry Concepts & Surface Solutions.
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